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PRESS RELEASE

CDVI Announces New ATRIUM High
Security Controller and Readers
High Wycombe, UK, March 26, 2019 – CDVI, a leading access control manufacturer
worldwide, announced development of an innovative encrypted 4-reader controller. Integrating
seamlessly with existing ATRIUM systems, the A22K features a free management software and
a 10-year warranty.
“This new cutting-edge controller puts CDVI forward as an industry leader in secure access control
solutions. Over the past years, CDVI has constantly invested in its Research & Development
to give every installers and end users advanced security solutions with enhanced features and
benefits.” – Paul Ramsay, CDVI UK General Manager.
High Security Made Easy
The A22K is ATRIUM’s encrypted web-based (https) door controller.
Use your smartphone, tablet or any web-enabled device to easily manage the system over a
secure connection in the office, at home or on the road! ATRIUM’s unique and effortless card
enrolment mode minimises system start up and simplifies your life.
A factory-installed power supply (A22K) or POE+ Splitter (A22KPOE) makes the A22K an
industry leader in cost-efficiency and simplicity.
New added features:
AES 256 Encryption
HTTPS enabled Microprocessor
Extended Memory
USB Backup Port
OSPD Compliant
KRYPTO High Security Readers (MIFARE Classic and DESFire EV1/EV2)
Find out more about the ATRIUM / Texecom integration here [https://bit.ly/2TNvpKV]
About CDVI
The CDVI group is a worldwide manufacturer of leading-edge security solutions for every
installer, offering products ranging from Biometric & Online Access Control, Electromagnetic
Locking, Keypads, Stand Alone Entrance Systems to Door Automation. Without a doubt, you
will find a product at CDVI for your latest project and with the free in-house training available
at their facility in High Wycombe you will be able to get the most out of CDVI products.
For more information:
• Visit our website [https://www.cdvi.co.uk/]
• Connect with us on Social Media –
• Visit us on stand SE138 - register here [https://bit.ly/2SNStaU]
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